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~~~-~~program self-consistently, computes electric fields , electr ic
currents and plasma f low velocities in these regions. The bas ic
program has been run for several idealized cases , and various

output and plotting routines have been developed . Electron—flux

data and polar-cap electric-field data from the S3-2 satellite

have been used to specify input for the program . Computed

electric fields in the auroral zone have be~n compared wi th
measurements from the S3-2 satellite , and the agreemen t is found
to be reasonably good considering that this is our first try .

Various features of the data are interpreted in terms of the
model. The computed time—evolution of the particle distribution
near geosynchronous orbit agrees reasonably well with what is
normally observed by Mcllwain and collaborators during substorms.
At the end of the simulation (3 hours after onset) , a ring
current appears to be forming. This initial confrontation

between the computer model and the data suggests a number of

changes in boundary conditions and a number of improvements that

should be made in the program . These are listed in the report.

A simple method has been developed for estima ting hei ght-
integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities using S3-2 electron—
flux data and certain ionospheric—model calculations of M. H.

Rees and collaborators. DMSP photos have provided limited but
useful  conductivi ty information .
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ORIGINAL OBJECTIVES OF CONTRACT F19628-77-C-0012

The objective of the contract study is to develop quantitatively
accurate computer models of the interaction between the magneto-
sphere and the ionosphere at auroral zone and middle latitudes.
This includes the following tasks:

I. Develop a computer simulation for one or more well-
observed magnetospheric events, arid compare with observations
made by Air Force satellites 53-2 and S3-3.

II. Develop an initial computer model including plasma
flow along magnetic field lines into and out of the ionosphere,
and compare with observations made by an Air Force satellite.

III . Develop techniques for estimating height-integrated
ionospheric conductivity using DMSP photographs and simultaneous
Chatanika radar and S3-2 observations of the auroral ionosphere.

- -
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I. FIRST OBJECTIVE : SIMULATION OF A MAGNETOSPHERIC

SUBSTORM AND COMPARISON WITH DATA FROM

THE S3-2 SATELLITE

A. Introduction

For some years now, the Rice theory group has been involved

in a project aimed at self-consistently computing plasma flows

and electric fields and currents in the inner magnetosphere and

the auroral and subauroral ionosphere [Wolf, 1970 ; Jaggi and
Wolf , 1973; Wolf and Jaggi, 1973 ; Wolf , 1974 ; Wolf, 1975; Harel
and Wolf , 1976 ; Southwood , 1977; Southwood and Wolf, 1977]. The

work has centered on the development of a computer model ,
although a substantial amount of analytic theory has also come

out of the effort.

Our approach to the problem follows a long chain of papers
in magnetospheric pnysics. The formulation of the basic ideas

of magnetospheric convection dates from the early 1960’s

[Axford and Hines, 1961; Dungey, 1961; Cole , 1961]. Some sort

of effective friction between the solar wind and magnetosphere

was seen to cause antisunward flow of plasma in the outermost
region of the magnetosphere ; a general sunward flow of plasma

in the inner magnetosphere is required to maintain a steady
state, on the average. (See reviews by Axford (1969) and Stern

(1977)). The role of ionospheric conductivity and Birkeland

currents in regulating this sunward return flow was partly

understood in the mid-sixties (Fejer , 1964; Karison, 1963;
Block, 1966]. Schield , Freeman and Dessler (1969) developed a
fairly complete qualitative picture of the magnetospheric-

convection system , and the picture was made clearer arid more

precise by Vasyliunas (1970, 1972). Aside from our group ’s

work , there have been several theoretical efforts at quantita-

tive modeling of the system [Swift, 1971 ; Vasyliunas, 1972;
Mal ’ tsev , 1974 ; Yasuhara and Akasofu , 19771. There also is

another class of mathematical models of the electric field in
the auroral and subauroral ionosphere ; these very useful and

conven ien t models are relatively simple and do not involve

hL
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solutions to large systemsof differential equations; they are,
instead, derived directly from data [Mc llwain , 1974; Volland ,
1975; Heppner , 19771. (See also reviews by Stern (1977) and

Kivelson (1977).)

In our view , the Rice work is the most persistent and

complete effort at quantitative theoretical modeling of the

electric fields and plasma flows in the auroral and subauroral

magnetosphere and ionosphere. Our work has now progressed to
the point where we can attempt to simulate a magnetospheric

event and do comparisons with data. By now the most obvious
physical processes are included in our model, and direct
comparison with detailed data is now possible arid useful.

Because the magnetospheric-convection system has no well-

defined steady-state , average , or quiet configuration , the
best way to get a good confrontation between theory and
observation seems to be to attempt to model the system for
a specif ic, well—observed event. We have just completed our

first simulation run for a specific event, r.aniely the sub—

storm—type event that had its onset at 1000 UT on 19 Sept-

ember 1976. In this report, we briefly describe the logic
of our program, the way in which we did this first simulation ,

some results, some comparisons of theoretical predictions

with S3—2 data, some preliminary physical interpretations ,

and some lessons learned. We also discuss two closely related

topics that are directly related to contract objectives,

namely, a program for following plasmasphere flux tubes through

the observed event and our nearly developed method for esti-
mating height—integrated conductivities in the auoral iono-
sphere . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .- _ -:.
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B. Logic of the Program

Figure 1 shows the basic logic of our program , which
generally follows the logical structure outlined by Vasyliunas

(1970).

We start at the box labeled “Hot-Particle Distribution” .
Let the magnetospheric particle distribution be prescribed at
some time t. A magnetic-field model is derived such that it
is approximately consistent with force balance (~ x B - vp:0)

for the given plasma distribution*. In order to estimate the

storm-time magnetic field , a fictitious current loop was

turned on at onset. The resulting ~B is then added to the
quiet-time field. This current loop lies outside the region

that we model and its only purpose is to estimate the sub-

storm—time field . This loop, a modification of one used by

McPherron et al. (1973), has an equatorial eastward current

across the tail at 50 RE (representing interruption of the
tail current during a substorm), Birkeland currents down to the
northern-and southern-hemisphere ionospheres , a westward
e].ectrojet, and another Birke].and current from the ionosphere

out to the equatorial plane. This type of loop simulates the

most important changes in the magnetospheric magnetic field
during a substorm. The current strength in the loop can be

varied with time to agree with ground magnetograms.

*We have a scheme for deriving such a model, starting from
the Olson-Pfitzer (1974) model or some other standard model.

Some preliminary results of this type were presented at the H

Seattle IAGA meeting , and we now have some understanding of
the rela tively minor di f ferences in the resul ts that come
from using an approximately self-consistent model , over a

standard model. However, we were unable to use this magnetic-

field model for the event simulation because , for substorin
conditions, the self-consistent-magnetic-field routine generated

substantial numerical noise. For the - current simulation run , we
used the Olson—Pfitzer (1974) analytic magnetic field model.

- --

~

-- -
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Given an initial distribution of hot particles and a
magnetic—field model, the program computes the initial distri-

bution of gradient- and curvature-drift currents. The pitch-

angle distribution is assumed to be isotropic . Specifically,
we assume that the time for pitch—angle scattering is short

compared to the time scale for convectirig around the earth . We

neglect polarization drift, which means that our trea tment is
valid only when total drift velocities are subsonic. The

total current density is the sum of the current densities due

to gradient drift , curvature drift and magnetization .

The divergence of these drif t currents, appropriately
integrated along a field line , gives the density of Birkeland
current down into the ionosphere at the foot of the field
line. Magnetization current is divergence-free , so that only

gradient and curvature drifts contribute to the Birkeland

current.

We now enter the ionospheric portion of the logical loop.

The current-conservation equation V •)=0 is written in the

form

fdh[g. (—VV+v ~ x B)) = j~ , (1)

where the 
~h 

operator represents a 2-dimensional , horizontal
divergence in the ionosphere , fdh represents an integration

over altitude h, q ~ tensor representing ionospheric conduc-

tivity , V electrostatic potential in the rest frame of the

rotating earth , = neutral-wind velocity , B = magnetic
field and j

~ 
= density of Birkeland current being dumped

from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere . We have implicity

assumed that in the ionosphere the potential electr ic f ie ld
is much larger than the induction electric f io ld , so that
E -‘7V. We are working on inclusion of a realistic neutral-

wind model, but for now we just set v~= 0. We also assume
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I
that the communica tion between E and F layer s is good , i .e.,
the portion of the field lines between E and F layers is an

approximate equipotential. Equation (1) can then be shown (e.g.
Rishbeth and Garriott l969) to simplify to the form

Vh [~ I = j11 , (2)

where Z is a 2 x 2 tensor repre~er.ting height—integrated

ionospheric conductivity , including dip-angle effect.

Our method for deriving the height-integrated conducti-

vities , as a function of latitude, local time and universal

time is described in detail in section III below.

Given the conductivity tensor and j11 , equation (2) is

an elliptic equa tion in two dimens ions that can be solved
numerically for the potential V. Our boundary conditions

are the follow ing:

(i) zero electric current across the equator (this condition

follows from assumed symmetry between the hemispheres , a
reasonable assumption for 19 September , which is near equinox ;
actually the condition we apply is that of zero current across

latitude 2 1 0 ) ;  
-

(ii) specified potential V on the polar cap boundary (because
of the irregularities of the polar cap boundary we actually

specified the potential on a circle that encompasses the polar

cap). The distribution of the potential around this curve

has the general form suggested by Figure 1 of Heelis , Hanson , and
Burch (1976); the magnitude of the potential drop was estimated

from real-time observations (see section I—C) .

Once the ionospheric potential distribution has been

determined for a given un iversal time by solution of equation
(2), the potential distribution is mapped along field lines to

give the distribution of potential electric fields in the H
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equatorial plane. For this run we assumed E 11 = 0 (although
we expect that a potential drop of a few kV will not change the
results much) . We intend to include field—aligned potential
th~ops in ~.ir simulations in the future. The total electric field

in the equatorial plane is the sum of two contributions : the

potential electric field’- mentioned above , and the induction
electr ic f ield . The latter is included in our calculation by
means of letting the equatorial crossing point of the field

line vary in time. Because the magnetic-field model changes
in time , the equatorial mapping point of a given ionospheric

point moves in time. This motion corresponds to E x B drift

in an induction electric field.
Given the poten tial electric field, the motion of

equatorial crossing points due to induction, and the magnetic-

field ~nodel , the program calculates total drift velocities
(E x B + gradierit+curvature) for plasma—sheet particles.

Specifically, it computes the motion of the inner edge of the

plasma-sheet electron-ion distribution. For this simulation ,
the program kept track of the motions of the inner edge of 5
different ene rgies of electrons and 10 di f fe rent energies of
singly-charged positive ions.

The number of particles per unit magnetic flux and the

entropy per particle are assumed uniform across the region of
our outer boundary that supplies plasma—sheet particles. This

assumption , made for simplicity in the absence of strongly
conflicting data , implies that Birkeland currents are generated
only at the p lasma sheet ’s inner edge [Jaggi and Wolf , 1973],
aside from the effects of precipitation . As they drift, a

particle ’s thermal energy varies as flux tube volume .ids/B to

the -2/3 power. Particle density , of course , var ies as
(fds/B) 1

, provided there is no loss.

Precipitative loss of electrons is included in the

present model by making a conventional assumption , namely
that the electrons suffer strong pitch—angle scattering.

- 
~~

--., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —. -
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Under these conditions, the inner edge of the electron plasma
sheet is often essentially a precipitation boundary [Vasyliunas ,
1968; Kennel, 1969] . We include erosion of the electron plasma
sheet ’s inner edge in an approximate way that involves having
the computer keep track of two boundaries for each energy :
one boundary where 25% of the electrons have been lost, another
where 75% have been lost. Proton loss has been ignored in this
first run.

Given the velocities of different components of the inner edge,
the program advances the position of the inner edge for each compo-
nent by the amount appropriate to one time step 6t (30 seconds in
practice); this f in ishes the logical loop for one time step. The pro-
gram then starts around the loop for another time step, and so on.

In the actual numerical procedure , the program, in every
time step, reinterpolates the magnetic field model , recalcula-
tes Birkeland currents for the new particle and magnetic-field

configuration , reads the observed electron fluxes , readjusts
Pedersen and Hall conductivities, readjusts the polar cap

potential drop , re-solves the two—dimensional elliptic

equation for ionospheric potentials using a 21 x 28 grid,
reinterpolates the mapping to the equatorial plane, calculates

corotation , curvature and gradient drif ts, recomputes boundary
velocities and moves the inner edge of various components of

the plasma-sheet (what we represent by 400 boundary points).

The problem is further complicated by the fact that the
inner edge of the plasma sheet is often rather thin (of

the order of one grid spacing). Electric fielth- vary by

large factors through this edge region and often change sign.

In other words, electric fields generated by one part of the
inner edge strongly affect particle motions in other parts.

To include this sub-grid—scale phenomenon accurately in the

program , we have had to include a rather intricate self-
correction scheme , which substantially complicates the

program.

- — - - —  - — -;—-—.•_‘_ __ ‘ — - ‘ S _
~ ta.~a .  a~t ~~ZS.__ — Jr - - - --
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C. The simulation itself

1. Basic description of the event

In the long process-of choosing an event, we had to scan
many data bases for the years 1975-1976. The following

criteria were used (some of them somewhat contradictory) :

a) a typical and clearly defined (with one major expansion

and recovery) substorm so that our simulation model will

be as general as possible.

b) Long enough duration so that we could have a few passes

of S3-2 during the substorni (this partly contradicts crite-

rion a).

C) Good data in several passes of S3-2 (before , during and
after the substorm) .

d) As many good DMSP photos as possible.

e) Being close to equinox (to minimize difficulties with

our untilted magnetic field model).

f) North America being at nighttime so that we can make

maximum use of the AFGL midlatitude magnetometer chain as
well as other North-American ground magnetometers. This

implies a UT restriction. The AFGL chain began operations
approximately July 1976.

g) A date that is as early as possible so that the data
could be processed and shipped to us.

h) Availability of data from other satellites: S3-3, TRIAD,
ISIS, and AZ-C if possible (will be used in future detailed
analysis of the event)

i) Position of ATS—6 near local midnight (conflicts with

requirement f).

The substorm we finally chose satisfied criteria b , C , e,

f, g and partly satisfied criteria a, d, and h.

Figure 2A shows the Fort Churchill magnetogrant for

September 19, 1976 as a function on Universal Time (Greenwich

Mean Time). The substortn we have chosen to model is the one
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with an onset at 10:00 and a duration of about 5 hours. A small

disturbance was observed a few hours earlier (around 0600 UT),
unfortunately , two of the S3-2 passes occurred during that time
span and we thus have chosen to ignore that data.

It is quite possible that our chosen event, being so long,
involves several substorms . This however will not change things
drastically . -

2. Input

Figure 1 summarizes the different input parameters that go

into our program.

a) Ground magnetic variations . These are needed in order to

estimate the strength of our polar current loop (see section

I—B). For this first run, we chose our loop current such
that it would approximately reproduce the ground variation

observed at Boulder , as a function of time through the event.
The peak current strength deduced this way was 2x106 amps.

b) Magnetic field model. For this simulation run we used the

analytic version of Olson-Pfitzer model. Though not perfect,

this approximation appears adequate for L < 10. For larger L

values the approximation is less adequate. In future work we
intend to use the more accurate version of Olson-Pfitzer model.

c) Polar cap potential drop. Figure 2B gives the cross polar-

cap potential drop from S3-2 data. The values were obtain by

integrating fEds = fEforward Vsatelli te dt 
~ 

EEfo~~ard ~~
along the satellite’s orbit. The polar-cap boundary was taken
to be at the most equatorward field reversal observed (mostly

at 70 j  3°) and the boxes represent the ranges of potentials
found when more than one reversal occurred. The following

difficulties were encoun tered trying to reach a potential drop
as a function of time during the event:
(i) Although most of the passes were mainly dawn—dusk , some
only “skimmed” the polar cap boundary (in particular the f i r st
and the last) giving rise to an error (generally underestimate)

in the resulting potential drop.

(ii) We have no potential-drop measurement between 0640 and

0940 GMT. Combined with the fact that the 0450 and 0620 GMT
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passes were during the small disturbance and were therefore
ignore d, we had virtually no data between 0450 and 1000
(onset) . As a result we believe that we have underestimated
the length of the growth phase for this run, represented by the
solid curve in Figure 22 from 0900 to 1000 GMT .
(iii) The values for the recovery phase do not suggest a smooth

decline, but are rather jumpy.
As a result we have chosen the potential drop to be 20 kV

till 0900 GMT. Then, we increased it linearly to reach a peak
of 80 kV at 1040 (peak of substorm) after which it stays constant

throughout the recovery phase (Figure 2B). The results of the

first simulation suggest our results can be improved considerably
by a more judicious choice for the fit to this input parameter
(see chapter on future work) .

d) S3—2 electron fluxes and DMSP photos. All the S3-2 satellite

passes (Figure 2B) except for the 1040 pass also provided good
data on electron fluxes in 16 energy channels, covering the range

.08—17 keV. We converted these to energy flux and average energy as
a function of latitude by using the following formulas:

Energy flux E / ½mv 3cose f(v) d3v ~ it Z

Average Energy <E > I ½mv2f (v) d 3v
/ f ( v )d3v

~ E (C~/_/!)~ (~ E).

(~E).

where C1 is the count rate for the i~~ energy step , E
~ 

is the
center energy, and (SE) is (E~41-E~ ). The factor ri transforms

count rate into differential flux, by j1= nC~ /E1. We proceeded
then to take a running average of electron energy flux and average
energy for every 0.5° in the auroral region . We finally inter-

polated the values in universal time and converted them to con-

ductivities by the procedure described in chapter 3.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

________________ ___



e) Initial hot-particle distribution. The initial plasma
configuration we started with is arbitrary . The inner
edge of the plasma-sheet w~ s assumed to have a finite
thickness (about 0.7 Re) and is located at L “. 10.
Isotropic pitch angle distribution was assumed with
1.5 cm 3, kTe= 1.5 key and kT~ = 4.5 key at L” 10. Un-
like the other input parameters, these values were in-
serted once as initial conditions and the values were
calculated at a later time with the assumption that
A~~=

5k/q~~x (/~~ )
2/’3 serves as an adiabatic invariant

kinetic energy of particles of type i~~, I~~~= flux tube volume).

3. Results

Section 2 describes the logic of our computer model. Given

the input parameters and assumed initial hot-plasma distribu-

tion, our program follows the long logic chain of figure 1

to find particle distribution 30 seconds later, and then starts
around the loop again.

To stimulate quiet time conditions we ran our program for 2

hours magnetospheric time, starting front an arbitrary initial con-

figuration, with an applied cross-polar-cap potential drop of

20 kV. As expected, the plasma drifted in closer to the earth,

as it configured itself so as to shield the region equatorward

of the plasma sheet’s inner edge from the convection electric

field.
Figure 3a shows the mapping of the potential pattern at the

end of the quiet time (corresponding to 0900 GMT, September 19 ,
1976), to the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere . Only the
convection electric field is displayed , not the corotation

field.
Inner ~~ges are plotted for three of the particle types

that the program follows in detail: “2 key electrons , zero
energy particles and “~ 30 key ions. Although the shielding is

almost complete on the nightside , a small electric field exists
on the dayside. Note that boundaries are approximately circles 

-- - ---- ----- - - - - -~~~-----
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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8 RE away from the earth.

The outermost circle is the mapping of our boundary curve
over which the 20 key potential drop was applied . The plasma
and electric-field configuration shown in Figure 3a, although
quite relaxed, would have more nearly approached equilibrium,
given a few more hours inagnetospheric time (and hundreds of
dollar ’s worth of computer time!) [e.g., Harel and Wolf, 1976].

For the next hour magnetosphere time, we increased the cross—

polar-cap potential drop to reach “~60 keV at 1000 GMT, the time of
onset (Fig. 3b). The electric field at that time is generally larger

than at 0900 GNT due to the changed boundary condition . The inner

edges moved to about 7 earth rad ii from the earth , in the equa to-
rial plane ; given a longer growth phase , they would probably
have moved to lower L shells , making the computed results agree

better with electron data (See discussion in section 1D) .
The onset of the substorm resulted , in the program , from

changes in three major input parameters. First, our substorm
current ioop (discussed in section I-B) was turned on to reach

a peak value of 2xl(~
6A at 1040 GMT (peak of substorin). Second ,

the conductivity jumps over one time step from its quiet time values
to the values derived from the 1000 pass of S3— 2. For later times
we interpolate linearly between these values and the ones derived
from the 1147 pass. Third , the polar-cap potential drop continues

to increase to the peak value of 80 kV at 1040.

Figure 3c gives the potential distribution and plasma bound-
aries at 1040. By now we can see a clear tendency of the high-
energy ions to penetrate best at dusk where they are inside of

the zero—temperature particles by ‘~~ 2 RE and the electrons are

trailing by 4 R
E
. The particles come in as close as “' 6.5 R

E
geocentric distance in the equatorial plane, and are still drif t-
ing in.

At 1300 (figure 3 d) we are well into the recovery phase. H
By now the substorm loop is down to half its peak strength , and
so are the conductivities in the night side ionosphere . The

potential electric field is much better shielded and the plasma

has moved in even further (as close as S R
E 
at dawn). Figure 4

- - - - -

~
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~ 
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shows the same potential and plasma configuration as viewed from
above the north-polar ionosphere. Shielding is obvious equator-
ward of the equatorward edge of the plasma-sheet. The inner-
most circle (hidden among the equipotentials) is our boundary
curve I , which maps to the polar-cap boundary.

5 shows plots of lines of constant V
~
Vcorotatjon+

A ( f  .4) -2/3 for high energy ions (roughly 50 key) . Thus these
lines describe local trajectories of these ions as they dr i f t
around the Earth. The inner edge of the plasma sheet for this

type of ions is also plotted . It is clear that these particles

would have formed a complete or nearly complete ring, correspond-
ing to a recovery time ring current. They did not, however , do this ,
because our numerical procedure does not allow an inner edge to

cross local noon twice. This is seen even better in figure 6,

where the inner edges are plotted for only three types of parti-

cles. At noon, the inner edges extend outside of our boundary

curve I. The fact that the inner edges go outside curve I is

physical, the exacted computed shape of the inner edges near

noon is not physical .

— - -~~~~~~~ - --~~~~~~~~~ -~ - - -~ ~~~~~~~ - -~~ - --~~—-~~-
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D. Comparison with Data and Discussion

(i) Comparison with S3—2 Electric-Field Data

Only the polar-cap potential drop , computed by the integral
of Eforward all across the cap, was used as input to the
program. The details of the observed electric field in the return-

flow , sunward-convection region was then checked against the model-

computed electric field. This comparison is presented in Figures

7a—7e .

In presenting these data and the corresponding theoretical
curves 1 we should make the following qualifying remarks :
(i)  The data from the AFGL electric-field detector on satellite
S3- 2 , kindly provided by Dr. W. J . Burke and Dr. F.J. Rich is still m a
somewhat preliminary form. The 1 October 1977 deadline for

completion of work under contract Fl9628—77-C—0012 necessitated
use of the data before all possible errors and noise could
be eliminated. We are very grateful to Dr. Burke and Dr. Rich
for supplying the data quickly for our use.
(i i)  We tried to be totally honest in making this first simula-
tion run. We therefore didn ’t adjust anything in the
theoretical model to make it agree with the observations better.
That is, we used certain observations as input in as straight-
forward a manner as possible, but we didn ’t adjust anything to

improve the fit between model predictions and observations. For

example, after we ran the growth-phase simulation , we realized
that we probably underestimate the duration and/or strength of

the growth phase. Nevertheless , we didn ’t rerun the growth

phase. Figures 7a-7e represent a first try at a confrontation

between observations and our theoretical model, with no fudging.

(iii) The theoretical electric-field plots presented in Figures

7a—7e were derived by taking symmetric differences of the values

of the potential at our gr id points, then interpolating in the
two—dimensional grid to find electric fields at the satellite

orbit. The electric fields are then corrected to satellite

altitude assuming equipotential dipole magnetic field lines .

- - - -- - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --- ~~~~~~ - - - I
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Comments on Comparisons of Data and Theory, Figure 7
1. Quiet times (Figs. 7a, 7b). We ran our model for two hours
magnetosphere time with a 20 kV polar cap potential drop, to obtain
a reasonable and relaxed initial condition. Our estimate of

/Eforward dt for the phases shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, is “20 kV.
Thus the result of that initial-condition run should, in principle ,
correspond to auroral-zone passes shown in Figures 7a and 7b , which
occurred during quiet times before the injection event.

There is no significant correlation between theory and

experiment in Figures 7a and 7b. We believe that this is because

that particular S3-2 orbit just skimmed the polar cap, and that
the data, taken during an extended quiet time, showed mostly

weak, irregular and atypical electric fields.

2. North-south electric field during substorm. As indicated in

Figures 7c-7e, agreement between theory and data is reasonably
good.

3. Penetration of convection fie ld equatorward of auroral—electron
precipitation. In both the data and the model, the ~~nvection field
penetrates substantially equatorward of the auroral electron
precipitation during the injection event (Figures 7c-7e). This is
particularly true in the dusk side, where most of the sunward
convection occurs equatorward of the auroral zone (as defined by
precipitating electrons). From a theoretical point of view , this
results from the physics of the shielding process (Jaggi and Wolf

1973) and the assumption that electrons are lost by strong pitch-angle

scattering. The shielding is primarily due to the protons, in
this case where the electrons are assumed to be lost by strong

pitch—angle scattering (Southwood and Wolf, 1977]; thus the
shielding layer is the inner edge of the plasma-sheet ions. In

the present model with strong electron pitch-angle scattering , the

ions penetrate deeper into the magnetosphere than the electrons,

because precipitation erodes the inner edge of the electron -

plasma—sheet. In almost any convection model, positive ions

tend to penetrate best on the dusk side, electrons best on the
dawn side. (See review by Kivelson, 1977.)

4. Dawn- dusk asymmetry in the form of the meridional .~~~~~

Also noticeable in Figures 7c-7e is the fact that the theore-

tically predicted north—south electric field tends to decline

something like a smooth power law on the dawn side, whereas on

the dusk side the behavior is very unlike a power law. Starting
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from the polar-cap boundary , the northward electric field first
increases slightly with decreasing latitude, then drops sharply
to a value near zero. We see two physical reasons for this

asymmetry: (i) an effect of Hall conductivity and day-night

asymmetry in the conductivities (see p. 4681 of Wolf (1970));

(ii) a substantial gap between the eguatorward edge of the

electrons and the shielding layer tends to result in large

currents being carried across a low—conductivity region of the

ionosphere; this tends to cause large electric fields just

Poleward of the shielding layer (Southwood and Wolf , 1977],
particularly on the dusk side, where the gap between auroral

electron precipitation and shielding layer is thicker. This

dawn-dusk asymmetry is closely related to the phenomenon of
rapid trough flow (Spiro et al., 1977 , Smiddy et al., 1977 ]
We shall have more to say about rapid trough flow , based on
this simulation run, after we have had time for detailed study
of the computed Birkeland-current distribution and the electric-
field f ine structure.
5. East-west electric fields. In one case (outbound part of
Figure 7d), there is good agreement between theory and observa-

tions with regard to the east-west electric field . In all the
other cases , the theoretically computed east—west electric field
is substantially smaller, in absolute magnitude, than the
observed field. As yet, we have no theoretical explanation

for this discrepancy .

6. Location of polar-cap boundary. In the data plots of Figures

7a-7e, the polar-cap boundary is indicated by an “X” . Specifical-
ly, the “X” marks the beginning of the sharp drop in the absolute
magnitude of the meridional electric field , just equatorward
of the equatorwardmost electric-field reversal. In essentially

all cases , the observed polar cap (defined in this special way)
was a few degrees wider than the model polar cap across which

we applied the assumed potential drop (Figure 2B). This discre-

pancy also caused the model sunward-convection region not to

extend to as low latitudes as the observations indicate.
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(ii) Injection of Ring-Current Particles

In the mode l, the dawn-dusk potential electric field , of
course , increases in time through the growth phase and the first
40 minutes after onset, tending to drift particles nearer the
earth near local midnight. The turning on of the substorm

current ioop creates an additional westward electric field near

midn ight, and additional earthward drift there.
What energy ions would one expect to penetrate closest to

the earth on the dusk side? There are two competing effects:
(i) in a time-independent situation , the best penetrators are
low-energy ions whose gradient-drift speed approximately balances

corotation; high— energy ions penetrate much less well [see e.g.,

Chen , 1970]; (ii) the message that there was an injection near

mi.~.night prooac~ates along the inner edge for particles of given
energy at a speed equal to the particles ’ local drif t speed ;

thus the message would propagate fastest for high-energy protons ,
and we might expect them to be the f i rst to come in at some
local times.

It isn ’t immediately obvious which effect should dominate .

In all previous runs , in which we had always let the plasma sheet
drif t in gently,  with no induction electric field , effect (i)

always dominated and low-energy protons penetrated best at nearly
all local times .

In this f irst run aimed at simulating a substorm , effect

(ii) turned out to be dominant, and high-energy protons
penetrated best on the dusk side. Figure 8 shows what
particle detectors sitting at a geocentric distance of 7RE near
local dusk would have seen during the 19 September event, ac-
cording to our computer model. At first, no particles would

have been seen. Slightly more than 30 minutes past onset,
the detector would see 53 key ions (the highest-energy ions

we followed). As time passed , the detector would have seen
a wider and wider range of energies. Three hours after onset,

it would be seeing 5 Key- 53 KeV ions. This sort of behavior
is what has been observed many times during substorms by Mc-

Ilwain and collaborators [see , e.g., DeForest and Mcllwain,

----- --
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1971] on geosynchronous satellites and also by Konradi et al

(1975 ) on satellite S3. Encouragingly , this basic feature

came out automatically out of our first effort at simulating
a substorm . Roederer and Hones (1974 ) obtained similar
results several years ago using an ad hoc substorm potential

electric field (time-independent dawn-dusk electric field +

time dependent electric field tha t included a large west-
ward field near midnight). We have now found that this basic

energy-dispersion result comes out of the calculation when we
use a realistic induction electric field and a self-consistent-

ly calculated potential electric field .

Unfor tunately, the ATS—6 satellite was near magnetic
noon for the 19 September event, and although we have spectro-
grams for the event (provided by Dr. D. L. Reasoner) , it isn ’t

clear yet how useful these will be. Also unfortunately , the
program didn ’t keep track of the absolute inner edge of the
electron plasma sheet-- only the edge as represented by 25%

and 75% precipitation , assuming strong pitch-angle scattering .

These 25% and 75% precipitated boundaries never penetrate very

close to the earth because of the rapid loss assumed . In

future runs we can easily keep track of the absolute inner edge

and calculate electron energy—vs- arrival time, curves anala-

gous to Figure 8.

Comparing Figure 6 , which shows the position of the
boundary of the high-energy protons at 1300 UT, with Fi gure 5 ,
which shows their instantaneous dr if t  paths , it i

_
s clear that

these particles are going to form something close to a complete

ring. Thus we have modeled the beginning of the injection of a
real r ing curren t. Unfortunately our present way of treating the
plasma—sheet boundary does not allow the inner edge for any component
to cross a given local-time line more than once. Consequently , the

numerical procedure is artificially preventing the enrgetic-ion

boundaries from drifting westward past local moon . We stopped the

program at 1300 UT , because this problem was becoming critical.

~~vertheless , it is clear that the system is try~.ng to form a
complete or nearly complete ring. 

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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II. SECOND OBJECTIVE: INITIAL COMPUTER MODEL FOR COLD PLASMA

FLOW ALONG FIELD LINES

The objective of this work is to understand spatial and
temporal variations in the properties of cold plasma in the
topside ionosphere and plasmasphere . After some study of the
prob lem , we have formu lated a simple in itial approach to this
complex prob lem , namely, we programed the computer to keep
detailed track of the time history of the motions of an
arbitrary flux tube during a simulated event. Combined with

topside-ionosphere data from the period of the simulated event,

results of our program should provide interpretations of some
of the observed structures.

We have completed a draft program to do the calculation

described above . Namely, the program will take a set of flux-

tube positions at some t and integrate their E x B drifts

backwards in time , using the computed potential distributions

that have been recorded on the computer ’s disk, at 10-minute

intervals during the ;imulated event. The program will determine

whic h f lux  tubes, at the end of the event, have recently come
in from the magnetotail and therefore have relatively low p lasma
densities. It will thus predict the plasmapause location and

light ion trough shapes as functions of time through the event ,

including any associated final structure ; the procedure is ap-

pl ic~ible to either the topside ionosphere of the equatorial
plane.

For the 19 September event there were,as far as we know ,

no satellites out in the magnetosphere measuring cold-plasma

densities. It is not clear yet whether useable cold-plasma

results will be obtained from S3-2 or any other polar orbiter.
In any case, we intend , in the coming year, to apply our flux—
tube tracing program to the 19 September 1976 event and other events
and calculate pla smapau se and trough shapes, wi th associated
f ine structure .
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Ifl ~ TH IRD OBJECTIVE : CONDUCTIVITY MODEL

A conductivity mode l is an important integral part of
our event simulation. The conductivity model serves as input
to the equation for conservation of ionospheric current
(equation 2 in section I-B), which we solve numerically to find

the potential distribution in the ionosphere .

In general, one may think of the height-integrated con-
ductivity as consisting of three terms. The first is the con-

ductivi ty due to the solar radiation and the photoioniza tion
that results. This term appears in our program as time in-

dependent and is a function of solar-zenith angle and local time

only . The second is the low-latitude nightside conductivity ,
which is phys ically complicated but has been repeatedly measured
[R owe and Mathews , 19731; it al so appears in our program as a
time-independent term. The third term is the auroral-enhance-

ment term , representing the increased electron density due to

precipitation of kilovolt electrons at auroral latitudes. This

term depends in a complicated way on universal time, latitude
and local time .

To estimate the spatial dependence of the auroral enhance-

ment in an accurate way, for the whole auroral zone, one would
need global measurements of electron density or global measure-
ments of the flux of auroral electrons incident on the iono-
sphere. Such measurements are, of course , not available , and

one must approximate or extrapolate available data .

Use of S3-2 Electron Data

The primary method we have used to estimate height-in-
tegrated conductivities for the 19 September event involves an
empirical formula tha t we derived , relating height—integrated
Pedersen and Hall conductivities to electron energy flux and
mean electron energy. M. H. Rees and his collaborators [Rees
and Jones, 1973, and Rees, private communication ] have calcula-
ted electron—density profiles in the nighttime-auroral ionosphere

for various energy fluxes and mean energies, and for certain as--

- _t_~L1_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.r ~~~ - 

- — - — — -._— -.~~. :__ - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -
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sumed neutral-atmosphere models. Using standard formulas for
Pedersen and Hall conductivities, formulas based on momentum
equations for ions and electrons (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969],

we deduced height profiles of Hall and Pederson conductivities

for three of Rees ’ models. We then numerically integrated

these over height and fitted the results to simple power laws,

With the following results:

= (5 .2  mhos) [_Energy
~
L1ux ½ (3 )

I

= 0.55 1Average electron energy 1 0.6
I lKeV I

Therefore , once we determined the electron flux and average
energy from S3--2 data, we derived the corresponding height-

integrated conductivities. For our substorm simulation we used

electron flux measurements from four passes on 19 September

1976: 0400, 1000, 1140 and 1500 GMT. For every pass we
determined the flux as a function of invariant latitude.

The resulting height-integrated Pedersen and Hall con-
ductivitjes at local midnight are plotted in Figure 9 as
a function of latitude at 0900,1000 (onset) and 1200 GMT (near

peak). The following assumptions were used : a) conductivi-

ty was kept Constant at its quiet-time value until 1000 (onset) .

We simulated the onset by a discontinuous jump in conductivities .

Thereafter, we linearly interpolated in time to the next data point
(at “~ 1140). From 1140 on, we simulated the recovery phase by a

gradual decline to the f inal quiet-time value (1500) over a period
of 3 hours. b) Since our numerical procedure for solving

equation 2 has trouble dealing with a sharp order of magnitude
jump in conductivity at the equatorward edge of the auroral

zone4 we applied a 3noothing function to that equatorward edge ,

restraining the jump to be a factor of ~ 3 over a grid spacing .

—4 
— ----——- — — - ~~-
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c) For simplicity , the local-time dependence of the auroral
conductivity enhancements was assumed to be described by a
simple analytic formula:

~E(A ,0) [0.75 — 0.25 cos ( ‘
~
‘)
~~~ ) ] ,  ( 5)

where ~~= magnetic local time in hours and A= invariant latitude .

Use of DMSP Photos

Originally , we planned on estimating electron fluxes
directly from DMSP photos. We did find that brightness of the
auroral images correlate with the electron flux into the ionosphere .

However, we encountered some major difficulties in applying

this procedure to the event of 19 September 1976. First,the
period of the year (near equinox) does not favor the DMSP ’s
(because of the polar cap and auroral zone being partly in sun-
light). Second, it is hard , technically, to measure quantita- 

-

tively the changes in brightness all the more so since the

copies we had , in many cases , did not contain all the features
of the original photographs. On the plus side, the DMSP photo-

graphs did help us determine the equatorward edge of the diffuse

aurora and also provided a crude check of the results obtained

by our primary method.

Our rough method of calibrating the DMSP photographs is
based on comparison of a few DMSP photographs covering the area
near the Chatanika radar with height-integrated conductivities
measured approximately simultaneously by the radar, which was
operated in an L-scan mode. (The copies of DMSP photos were
provided by the World Data Center. Data from the Chatanika
radar were kindly provided by Dr. R. R. Vondrak of Stanford
Research Institute , and we are immensely grateful to him for quickly
analyzing the radar data that we needed.) Our calibration efforts
verified the correlation between bright features and high-conducti-
vity regions. Using this rough calibration , we estimated Hall con-
ductivities from several DMSP photos during the substorms . The
comparison between these values and Hall conductivities obtained by

our primary method was reasonable (for bright features , the values
agree to within a factor of 2)

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ s r,.
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We also used the photographs from the 19 September sub-
storms to remove an amgiguity in the interpreting the S3-2

electron fluxes. Namely , we had, at the time, no pitch-

angle data available for the electron fluxes and consequen-
tly had trouble distinguishing trapped electrons from pre-

cipitating electrons. We used the location of the lower

edge àf the diffuse aurora to decide between two possible

boundary locations suggested by the S3—2 data. We now have

in hand better integrated electron data with pitch angle information
from S3-2 (provided by Dr. David A. Hardy). This should improve

our second attempt considerably .
The lower edge found in this way agrees nicely with

Winninghaxn’s observation of the expansive phase (Winningham et al.,

1975) . 

~~— -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~ - -
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

We have just completed our basic first simulation run ,
and the results need much more analysis. Presented below
are some tentative ideas for further work .

E~irther studies of the results of the first run:
1. Compute fine-structure of electric field and check for

prediction of rapid trough flow.
2. Compute distribution of Birkeland current at various

times through the event and compare with TRIAD data,
and with S3—2 data, when it becomes available.

3. Compute shapes of plasmapause and light-ion trough at
various times through the evei~t, and compare with polar-
orbiter data if it becomes available.

4. Compute ground magnetic variations from the model current
system and compare with ground magnetograms.

Changes in boundary conditions-for reruns of the simulation of
the 19 September event:
1. Apply specified polar—cap potential across a more accurate

polar cap.
2. Check the effect of a longer assumed growth phase.
3. Assume electrons precipitate more slowly than implied by

the original assumption of strong pitch—angle scattering.
4. Check the effect of varying the conductivity model.
5. Follow the motion of the absolute inner edge of the electron

plasma sheet in order to check the predicted arrival—times-
vs.- energy relation against what Mcllwain normally observes.
It will be interesting to see if our self-consistent theore-
tical electric—field model can, with detailed analysis , do

as good a job of fitting observations as the semiempirical
electric field models used by Mcllwain (1974), Roederer and
Hones (1974) and Konradj et al. (1975) .

6. Run our program without the polar substorm current loop to see if we
get Mcllwain-type energy dispersions without an induction
electric field .
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The following list gives the most urgently needed improve-
rnents in our basic program:
1. Use the Olson-Pfitzer full numerical model rather than the

analytic model.

2. Rewri te the subroutine that arranges for automatic pressure

- 
balance near the inner edge of the plasma sheet.

3. Revise the method of following boundary motions to allow
the inner edge to cross a given local time more than once
(to allow us to follow formation of a complete ring current) .

4. Include a reasonable empirical model of neutral winds in
the ionosphere .

5. Include an empirical model of field-aligned potential drop ,
estimating the drop on the basis of electron spectra and/or

DMSP photos.
6. Define a method for using DMSP electron data to calibrate

the corresponding photo, for the purpose of a quantitative
global estimate of the distribution of aurora]. height-in-

tegrated conductivities. Dr. Hardy has begun a study of

cross-correlating DMSP and S3-2 data, which may be helpful

to us in this regard .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Diagram of the logic of our program. The diagram is
a revision of one given by Vasyliunas (1970). Arrows indicate
f low of information in the program. Dashed lines indicate
features that we are trying to incorporate in the program , but
we did not include in the first simulation run. The program
cycles through the entire main loop (including all the
rectangular boxes) every time step ~t (approximately every 30
seconds). Time advances on the upper right side of the pentagon,

when the hot-particles are allowed to drift for a time tat. The

basic equations that the computer uses or solves are described

briefly by words or symbols next to the logic-flow lines.

Figure 2. a) Fort Churchill magnetogram of Sept. 19, 1976. The

substorm that was simulated had its onset at 1000 GMT and peaked at
about 1040. The system slowly recovered from these till 1500.

8north is plotted upside down (at 1040 B is most negative).
The peak value corresponds to a dip of ‘s-’ 520 y. A small disturbance

is seen around 0600 GMT.
b) Observed polar cap potential drop . The data points represent

the average potential drop I Edi across the polar cap .
data point is defined by data from one north polar-cap or one
south polar-cap crossing of satellite S3-2. The size of the
boxes correspond to the error bars. The solid line represents
our choice for the cross-polar-cap potential drop . (Given a
second chance we, will, likely, extend the duration of the
growth phase, presently confined to the period 0900 to 0100 GMT.)

Figure 3. Potential contours computed by the theoretical model

for various phases of the substorm. Figures a—d present
electric potential in the equatorial plane at the beginning
of the growth phase , onset, peak, and recovery of the substorm
respectively. The time is Universal Time. The distance scale is in
earth raci.~.i away from the earth . The view is from above the
equatorial plane (sun to the left) . The curves plotted are
equipotentials spaced 8 kV apart. The outermost closed curve

is the mapping of our boundary (equatorward of the polar cap).

---
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The other 3 contours (in the key) represent the inner edge of - -

3 of the 21 different  species tha t we keep track of .

Figure 4. Equipotential lines in the ionosphere. The view is
from above the north pole. The spacing between two successive
lines is 8 kV. The inner circle is our boundary curve I and
is offset 2° toward midnight. Also plotted are locations of 3
of the 21 types of particles and energies we model.

Figure 5. High energy ions (~ 50 key) local trajectories. The
plot is an equatorial-plane view for the late recovery phase
- 3 hours after onset.

Figure 6. Inner edge of 3 types of particles: “p2 key electrons,
zero temperature and ~50 key ions. The outer circle is the mapping
of curve I of figure 4.

Figure 7. Comparison of observed and predicted electric fields,
for five different passes of satellite S3-2 through the auroral

zones and polar caps. Ex and E~ represent northward and eastward
electric fields, in millivolts per meter. The data are plotted - ‘

as thin solid curves below the “polar cap ” ; as dotted curves
in the polar cap. Boundaries of the polar cap are indicated
with X’s. An upward-pointing bracket is used when a data gap
prevented observational determination of the boundary . A bar
with an “e” above it indicates electron precipitation. The thick
black curves are theoretical curves, computed for the actual
satellite trajectory . The X’s on the theoretical curves represent
the assumed polar-cap boundary. The legend at the bottom gives
Greenwich Mean Time in seconds and also in hours: minutes: se-

cond s, satellite altitude in kilometers , magnetic local time ,
and invariant lati tude .

Figure 8. Ion arrival times at r=7RE~ 
MLT=1820. The solid

curve shows the arrival time for particles of various energies
at geocentric distance=7R

~
i Magnetic Local Time=1820. The

dotted line shows what the arrival times would be for ions of

-~~~~
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various energies that gradient drift in the equatorial plane
of a dipole magnetic field , with no electric field. The X’s
represent energies of the ions that we follow in detail.
Specifically, an “X ” means that the inner edge for that energy

- is earthward of r=7RE.

Figure 9. Nighttime Pedersen and Hall conductivities.
The conductivities (in mhos.) are plotted as a function of in-
variant latitude in the Earth’s ionosphere. The three Pedersen—
Hall pairs correspond to three different times: Quiet time,
onset and 1100 UT (conductivity peak according to the data).
The vertical times mark the location of polar—cap boundary and
the equatorward edge of the electron-plasma sheet.
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SCIENTIFIC REPORTS

M. Hare]. and R. A. Wolf , New Model Calculations of a Typical
Field Configuration for the Magnetosphere , presented at
Fall 1976 AGU Meeting , San Francisco , California,
December , 1976.

Abstract: First results of a new generation of computer

models will be presented , covering the region L ~ 10. This

initial run , which is intended to represent average conditions,

is a preliminary to detailed simulations of specific events.
A realistic potential distribution along the polar cap boundary

was chosen with 50 kV cross-polar-cap potential drop. We have

self—consistently computed the motion of a plasma sheet with a

realistic energy spectrum . Our new work conf irms the earlier
result that low L-values ar2 shielded from the convection

electric field by a “ shielding layer ” , namely , the inner edge

of the plasma-sheet/ring-current region. The location and

thickness of the shielding layer is computed self-consistently ,

an improvement over previous calculations in which the layer

was assumed infinitely thin. Our ionospheric-conductivity

model changes with time as the plasma sheet moves, but our

magnetic—field model does not change. In this first run,

neutral wind and precipitation are also neglected. Prelimina-

ry results yield potential distributions that resembe earlier
models with in f ini tely thin shielding layer ; the computed
layer ’s thickness quickly becomes small , disregarding the
highest energy components of the plasma-sheet protons.

H. Marel, R. A. Wolf and H. K. Hills , Self-consistent model

calculation s of magnetospheric electric f ields , presented
at Spring AGU meeting , Washington , D.C., May 30-June 3 ,

1977.

We present the latest in a continuing series of computer

models of convective plasma flow in the inner magnetosphere
(L ~ 10). The present models self-consistently include the

electric—field effects of gradient—drift currents carried by
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a plasma sheet with a realistic energy spectrum . Birkeland
currents and hor izonta l  ionospheric currents are included ,
but we neglect neutral winds and time-dependent magnetic
fields, as well as loss of plasma-sheet particles by preci-
pitation . We ran the present models for several hours
magnetosphere time assuming the solar-wind-induced potential
drop across the polar cap to be constant in time . The

sy stem came close to equi l ibr ium . The inner edge of the
plasma sheet came to rest at a geocentric distance of
6 - 7 RE on the nightside , for the assumed polar cap poten-
tial drop of 50 Ky. The average thickness of the shielding
layer was of the order of one degree invariant latitude .
The computed Birkeland currents in and out of the low-
latitude part of the auroral zone have a local-time dependence

and an order of magnitude that are in general agreement with
TRIA D measurements. The computed strength of these currents

per unit length is somewhat smaller on the nightside tha n on
the dayside, for the conditions simulated (low magnetic activi-
ty,  near equinox) .

K. Harel, R. A . Wolf , and H. K. Hills, “Mode l calculation of
magnetospher ic convection including precip itation and
time—dependent magnetic fields ,” presented at IAGA Meet-

ing , Seattle , 22 Augu st - 3 September , 1977.

Abstract: Results of our computer model will be presented,
including , for the first time, electron precipitation and
t ime-dependent magnetic f ie ld s. Our magnetic-field model
maintains approximate pressure balance at the plasma sheet’s
inner edge , wh ich moves in time. Electron precipitation is
in troduced in a quant i ta tive  way by assuming stronq pitch-angle
diffusion.

As in our t ’.- i r l i e r  work , we include Birkeland current~
;

and horizontal  ionospheric currents but neglect parallel
e lec t r i c  f ield s. A 50 kV cross-polar-cap p o t e n t i a l  drop is
assumed as ~ boundary condition . We will compare these new

results with previous model calculati~ n~~. Re 1 ’vnnce of th ’
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results to the rapid-trough—flow phenomenon will also be dis-
cussed.

M. Ha rel, and R. A. Wolf , “Model calculation of electric fields
in the magnetosphere,” paper presented at IAGA Meeting,

Seattle, 22 August - 3 September 1977

Abstract: For several years we have been working toward an
accurate computer model of the inner magnetosphere (L £ 10).
We have been gradually improving our model by self-consistently
adding physical features neglected in the prev ious generations
of models. Some of these additional processes were a better

conductivity mode l , a realistic energy spectrum for plasma—
sheet particles and, most recently, electron precipitation
and time dependent magnetic fields.

Starting from the equations for conservation of currents

and particles in the ionosphere and the magnetosphere , and
applying as a boundary condition a 50 kV potential drop across
the polar cap , we have self consistently computed the motion
of a plasma—sheet with multiple energies . We will present
samples of recent model calculations , including some resulting

from the latest version of our program, which includes time—
dependent magnetic fields and electron precipitation. This
will be the basis for our first effort at detailed modeling
of substorm observed in the magnetosphere .

SCIENTI STS CONTRIBUTING TO THE PROJECT

M. Hare].
R. A. Wolf
P. H. Reiff
H. K. Hills
A. C. Calder 
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VISITS TO AFGL

R. A. Wolf visited the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory 23-24
March to learn about the data being returned from satellite
S3-2 , to discuss possible interpretations, and to become
more familiar wi th the technicalities of DMSP photographs.

P. H. Reiff visited the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory 11-15
July to obtain and discuss electric-field and electron flux

data from satellite s3—2 and to examine the originals of certain
DMSP photographs that we used for calibration purposes.

OTHER TRAVEL

R. A. Wolf attended a meeting of the SWAMP organization (South-
west Area Magnetospheric Physics) at the University of
Texas at Dallas January 7 , 1977 , to discuss magnetospheric
convection, rapid trough flows and other topics in magneto—
spheric physics.

H. K. Hills attended the spring AGU meeting in Washington , D.C.,
30 May to 3 June 1977 to attend various sessions relevant
to the contract and to discuss with R. R. Vondrak the

Chatanika-radar data used in calibrating DMSP photos.

OTHER GRAN TS AND CONTRACTS

The overall project of computer simulation of the inner
magnetosphere during observed events is supported by several
grants and contracts besides Fl9628-77-C—0012, specifically the
following: NSF grant ATM74—21l85, Air Force Contract Fl962~-
77-C.~005, and NASA grants NGR 44-~006-0l2 and NGL 44-006-012.
Different grants and contracts support different aspects of the
work . Contract Fl9628-77-C-00l2 has supported the conductivity
modeling and the cold-plasma modeling . It has also supported
part of the analysis of S3-2 data and part of the development of
the basic program .
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FISCAL INFORMAT ION

Of the total funds of $25 , 000 authorized for 12 months ,
approximately 100% was expended after 12 months : 100% of the
work has been completed .

FINAL COST DATA

Labor Elements Planned Actual
Principal Investigator (R. A. Wolf) $2178 $2433
Co—Investigator (H.  K . Hills) 6416 7396
Research Associate (M . Hard ) 3501 2773
Support Staff 1060 614

TOTAL LABOR $13155 $132 16

Other Expenses
Reproduction, Telephone, Postage $ 300 $ 256
Fringe Benefits 1449 1507
Computer 1300 1331
Travel 1125 923
Other 41 18

TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES $ 4215 $ 4034

Overhead 1 7630 $ 7665

GRAND TOTAL $25000 $24915

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT ACQUIRED: NONE


